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Suriel Hess - Echo

                            tom:
                Am
Intro: Am  G  F

[Primeira Parte]

Am              G                       F
This feeling is strange the way that we disconnect
Am                     G                          F
And I know that things change but it's filling me with regret
            Am
Time did us dirty
                  G
We live and we're learning
          F
Learning apart I guess
                  Am                     G
It don't stop the hurting or feeling the burden
                  F
We're starting to play pretend

[Pré-Refrão]

          Am                  G
You never call and neither do I
             F                E
Missing your voice an echo at night
           Am                     G               F
I hear the walls and they've been talking, tell a story that's
longer
     E
Than ours is
       Am                 G
Always like this, we don't help it
       F               E
Acting sideways, is it selfish when we

[Refrão]

Am         G
Let the space grow
F            E
Fade into an echo
Am          G
Let the spa-ace grow oh oh
F            E    Am  G  F
Fade into an echo

[Segunda Parte]

Am          G                   F
It's been a while but I'm still wondering
Am                G                    F
If we gave it our all would you let me in again
Am          G                F
Back of the bar, whiskey and sour, thinking 'bout old times
Am                 G                         F
Got a weight on my heart why you making this harder

[Pré-Refrão]

       Am                  G
Always like this, we don't help it
       F               E
Acting sideways, is it selfish when we

[Refrão]

Am         G
Let the space grow
F            E
Fade into an echo
Am          G            F
Let the spa-ace grow oh oh oh oh

[Ponte]

              F           G
There you go again, in my head
   Am
We can't seem to cover the distance
            F                 G
If we could confess, pull the thread
      Am
We'll wish that we stayed more consistent

[Pré-Refrão]

          Am                 G
You never call and neither do I
             F                E
Missing your voice an echo at night
           Am                     G               F
I hear the walls and they've been talking, tell a story that's
longer
E
Ours is
       Am                  G
Always like this, we don't help it
       F               E
Acting sideways, is it selfish when we

[Refrão]

Am         G
Let the space grow
F            E
Fade into an echo
Am          G
Let the spa-ace grow oh oh
F            E
Fade into an echo

[Final]

Am     G   F    E
Ooh uh oh oh oh an echo
Am     G   F         E
Ooh uh oh fade into an echo

Acordes


